Colloquium
History of Emotions

The Center for the History of Emotions at the Max Planck Institute for Human Development, led by Prof. Ute Frevert, cordially invites all interested to attend its summer semester 2018 colloquium. Tuesdays at 17:00, conference rooms of the MPIB, 94 Lentzeallee, 14195 Berlin (unless stated otherwise). Info: Christina Becher, sekfrevert@mpib-berlin.mpg.de, Tel. 030 82406262

Program

17.4.2018  Carola Lentz
(Re)Constructing Belonging: Upward Mobility, Family Ties, and Funerals in Ghana

24.4.2018  Kristen Monroe
Identity, Moral Choice and Emotions

15.5.2018  Barbara Nagel
The Terror of Flirtation from the 19th Century to #MeToo

29.5.2018  Lisa Herzog
Judgment, Algorithms, and the Ubiquity of Campbell’s Law

12.6.2018  Paula Diehl
Right-Wing Populism and the Media. An Essay on the Normalization of the Anti-Democratic Thinking

19.6.2018*  Vanessa Ogle
Immoral Economies

26.6.2018  Mischa Honeck
No Country for Old Age: Rejuvenation in the Early Twentieth-Century United States

*This talk will take place at the Harnack-Haus